
Bioinformatics as a tool to understand principles of 
Life at the level of Biological Systems
Analyze old problems of Molecular Biology
and Genetics in a new way => Information
is Biology and much more!

The third pillar of the Science in Biology (in
silico prediction and analysis of biological
models). Autonomous scientific field but
also fully integrated in Life Sciences,
Medicine and Ecology.

Question 1: What is the Genetic Code of an
organism?
Question 2: What is the Genome of an
organism?



• Information + chemistry = LIFE
• Living (biotic) and non-living (abiotic) factors consist of

LIFE
• Autonomous vs. non-autonomous carbon based living

entities– e.g. RNA viruses.

• Genetic- vs. Metabolism-based origin of LIFE
• Genetics is not the only kind of informational

pattern that is responsible for living (chemistry,
stress/energy, metabolism, ecology)

• Not all information of life is made of DNA.
• Natural selection is not the only biological

algorithm able to select bits of genetic
information

• à A lot of selection happens by a fortunate sequence
of independent events of chance

Out of randomness, reproducible patterns of 
information emerge



Evolution and Development (EVO-DEVO)
• Molecular	Evolution	vs	Conservation?	
• How	evolution	re-wires	genomes	to	re-program	development	and	re-configure	
anatomy

• The	role	of	conserved	vs	novel	genes



Darwinian theory of Molecular Εvolution
• Natural	(positive	or	negative)	selection
• Trait	variation/Adaptability
• Heredity
• Sexual	reproduction
• Survival	of	the	fittest?



Neutral Theory of Molecular Evolution

Kimura (1968) observed that the rate of substitution in amino acids was ~ 1 per 28*106

years while in nucleotides 1 per two years

The majority of DNA substitutions are neutral or almost neutral, natural selection has a
limited role and the major evolutionary drive is due to genetic drift of mutated isoforms

Question 1: Why non-synonymous mutations are not often observed substitutions in a
population?

Question 2: Does neutrality at the DNA level explains the constant (almost neutral)
evolutionary rate of higher species AND does the molecular clock hypothesis for most
proteins makes more sense outside the prism of natural selection?



The Evolution of Gene Expression – The Molecular 
Evolution

• The Genetic code (only half of the proteome’s function is known)

• Transcription factors 

• Splicing

• Ribosome

• The Epigenetic code (A signal Integrator among Genes, Metabolism, 
and Environment that Determines together with the genetic code the 
Phenotype).

• Histone codes 

• DNA methylation and folding

• Non-coding RNAs and epitranscriptomics

• The alternative Genetic code (same language different wording)

• RNA metabolism – protein stabilization

• Cell to cell communication – horizontal genetic transfer – hologenome

• Cognition-based evolution
Chad	L.	Myers,	Brenda	J.	Andrews,	Charles	Boone	and	colleagues	created	a	map	of	interactions	of	genes	
in	the	yeast	cell.	
The	labels	show	the	functions	of	different	genetic	networks.	Image	courtesy	of	Science	magazine.Question	2:	Why	are	genomes	overwired?

Question	1:	What	is	Gene	expression?



Levels of gene expression control in 
eukaryotes – the regulatory genome

1. Chromatin remodeling
2. Transcription control
3. RNA-processing 
4. Post-transcriptional control 

(RNA stabilization/trafficking/modification)
5. Translational control
6. Post-translational control 

(protein stabilization/trafficking/modification)



Phylogenetics and Paleogenetics! 

Prokaryotic	organisms		are	haploid	
and	have	simple	gene	regulation

Eukaryotic	organisms	are	diploid	
and	have	complex	gene	regulation

How	did	the	eukaryote	gene	expression	complexity	evolve?

Questions:	What	domain	of	life	are	Eubacteria,	Protists,	Plants,	Archae,	
fungi,	Animals?



Ερώτηση: Γιατί τα αρχαία βακτήρια στο
παραπάνω φυλογενετικό δέντρο
φαίνεται να είναι στο ίδιο taxon με τους
ευκαρυώτες;



Evolution of Biological Systems in multicellular 
organisms
~ 4,5 billion years. The age of Earth

~ 3,8 billion years. Emergence of an RNA-based probiotic world – organic biopolymers (amino acids, sugars, lipids). The first biological system as a primordial pool (pre-LUCA). RNA-based
reproduction of self, translation and metabolism. Estimation of the Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA) las a unicellular organism.

~ 3,7 billion years. Combination of biopolymers and formation of larger/more complex biopolymers

~ 3,2 billion years. Emergence of simple unicellular

~ 2,5 billion years. Photosynthetic bacteria, RNA viruses, DNA as genetic information.

~ 1,2 billion years. Multicellular organisms, mitochondria , eukaryotes. Oxygen based matebolism. Innate immunity

~ 700 million years . Sea animals

~ 10 million years. Mammals. Adaptive immunity

~ 4,2 million years. Hominids

~ 2,5 million years . Brain organ development.

~ 1,5 million years . Homo Erectus (όρθιος άνθρωπος)

~ 700 thousands years. Ice age, temperature -30 to-50 degrees Celcius.

~ 570-510 thousands years. Cambrian περίοδος. Explosive emergence of complex life. Perfection of immunity mechanisms. Heat shock proteins (HSP).

~ 150 thousands years. Homo Sapiens. Further brain development..

~ 30 thousands years. Modern human



The “RNA world” theory
• RNA was the first “living molecule”
• RNA has an intrinsic versatility and

adaptability
• RNA can carry sequence and

structure information
• Proteins became more efficient to

perform the same catalytic tasks
as many RNAs and replaced them
in some of the above tasks along
evolution

• RNA and not DNA responsible for
both 1. the coding 2. noncoding
genetic syntax.

Encyclopedia	of	Astrobiology:	The	postulated	rise	and	fall	of	the	RNA	world	during	the	evolution	
of	life,	from	early	self-replicating	RNA	to	complex,	RNA-controlled	metabolism,	to	the	invention	of	
translation,	followed	by	diversification	of	all	modern	branches	of	life



Non-coding RNAs may hold 
the key to development and 
evolution of complexity
• Only the ratio of the non-coding size to the overall

size and the size of the ribosome complex of a given
organism’s genome (not the genome size, nor the
number of mRNA genes) are associated to organism
complexity.

• The regulatory genome.
• Structural variants are more potent source of

evolution than SNPs because are more potent genetic
modifiers. ALL types of mutations happen in higher
rate in noncoding genes because non-synonymous
mutations in exons of mRNAs are mostly conserved
and under strong evolutionary constrains.

• Background rate mutations, stress-induced mutations
and in trans, transpecies genetic exchange of non-
coding regions could be the engine of gene creation
(faster than gene duplication and divergence).

• The hologenome.
Non-Coding	RNA	and	Evolution	of	Complexity



Trade-off between Transcriptome Plasticity 
and Genome Evolution in Cephalopods 
• Unlike other taxa, cephalopods
diversify their proteomes
extensively by RNA editing

• Extensive recoding is specific to
the behaviorally complex coleiods

• Unlike mammals, cephalopod
recoding is evolutionarily
conserved and often adaptive

• Transcriptome diversification
comes at the expense of slowed-
down genome evolution



Ribosome and 
complexity

• The modern ribosome was largely formed at the time of the last common ancestor, LUCA and the pre-LUCA
organism had already modern tRNAs and a symmetrical region deep within the large ribosomal RNA, (rRNA),
where the peptidyl transferase reaction occurs.

• It is so conserved that we cannot predict safely by phylogenetics whether eukaryotes or prokaryotes are
closer to archea.

• Central to its development were RNAs that spawned the major commonality of all cellular life is the coupling
between translation and transcription mediated by the genetic code.

• Comparative genomics has further refined this by revealing the presence of an “RNA metabolism”
(Anantharaman et al. 2002) or “Persistent proteome” (Danchin et al. 2007) that is basically a compendium of
essentially universal genes involved in translation, transcription, RNA processing and degradation,
intermediary and RNA metabolism, and compartmentalization

Question 1: Which complex is responsible for RNA metabolism?

Question 2: Which complexes are for protein stabilization?



• A	noncoding	RNA	may,	by	chance,	alter	the	expression	
of	various	genes.	

• Small	modulations	of	expression	may	have	relatively	
little	effect	on	fitness	(a	novel	noncoding	RNA	variant	
may	be	effectively	neutral).

• Many	neutral	variants	accumulate	by	chance	over	time.
• As	each	variant	spreads,	it	changes	the	genomic	
environment	of	gene	regulation.

• When	the	aggregate	effect	of	many	nearly	neutral	
variants	becomes	significant,	natural	selection	will	
retune	expression	to	compensate.

• After	compensation	occurs,	one	cannot	remove	the	
layers	of	accumulated	modulating	factors	without	
causing	deleterious	changes	in	gene	expression.	

• What	began	as	neutral	accumulation	becomes	integral	
to	genomic	function.	

Puzzles	in	modern	biology.	V.	Why	are	genomes	overwired?

Non-coding RNAs hold the key to development and 
evolution of complexity

Frías-Lasserre,	D.	&	Villagra,	C.	A.	The	importance	of	ncRNAs	as	
epigenetic	mechanisms	in	phenotypic	variation	and	organic	
evolution.	



In trans and in cis Regulation I
• In	trans:	e.g.	transcription	factor	

• In	cis:	e.g.	promoter,	enhancer

Signor,	S.	A.	&	Nuzhdin,	S.	V.	The	Evolution	of	Gene	Expression	in	cis	and	trans.	Trends	in	Genetics (2018)	doi:10.1016/j.tig.2018.03.007.



cis-regulatory mutations are less pleiotropic and more commonly found at ‘structural’ genes that 
do not directly impact the expression of other genes

In trans and in cis Regulation II



• In cis differences are local to the
affected gene and allele specific

• In trans changes can be linked or
unlinked but affect both alleles

• large in cis effects are more
commonly negative, and large
trans effects are more commonly
positive.

• Cis/trans effects most frequently
compensate one another

In trans and in cis Regulation III

Signor,	S.	A.	&	Nuzhdin,	S.	V.	The	Evolution	of	Gene	Expression	in	cis	and	trans.	Trends	in	Genetics (2018)	doi:10.1016/j.tig.2018.03.007.



Cognition-based	evolution
• Horizontal	genetic	transfer
• cell-to-cell	communication	(exosomes)
• acquisition,	distribution,	and	
management	of	information

• base	pair	mutations
• horizontal	gene	transfer	
• recombination
• gene	loss	and	duplication
• microbial	loss/amplification
• ncRNA-mediated	crosstalk	between	
species	within	holobionts

Interspecies	Communication	in	Holobionts by	Non-Coding	RNA	Exchange



The HoloGenome
Holobionts
Hologenome (hosting	organism	+	all	the	associated	microbiota)



“I	have	always	thought	that	Darwin	was	wrong:	
his	theory	doesn’t	account	for	all	this	variety	of	
species.	It	hasn’t	the	necessary	multiplicity.	
Nowadays	some	people	are	fond	of	saying	that	at	
last	evolution	has	produced	a	species	that	is	able	
to	understand	the	whole	process	which	gave	it	
birth.	Now	that	you	can’t	say!’’

Ludwig	Wittgenstein,	1951


